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SADIQ KHAN 

The Andrew Marr Show, 22nd March 2020 

 

(Rough transcript, check against delivery) 

 

SADIQ KHAN 

Mayor of London  

 

AM: Sadiq Khan, welcome and thanks for joining us.  Can I ask 

you, first of all, about consistency because certainly when I go 

around parts of London, I see parks absolutely rammed with 

people, sitting close together.  I see queues of people getting take 

away food out of – from shops.  Lots of shops, which are not food 

shops, are still open and people are still jostling each other in 

them.  In other words, lots and lots of people seem not yet to 

have got the message. 

 

SK: I’m quite clear.  My message to all your viewers is simple.  Life 

has changed, we’ve got to do things differently for a while now.  

Social interaction leads to the disease spreading, leads to people 

dying.  Don’t leave your home unless you really, really have to.  

Work from home.  Don’t use public transport unless it’s genuinely 

essential.  Look out for your neighbours who are elderly and 

vulnerable.  Do some shopping for them.  Leave it on their 

doorstep.  Only buy what you need.  There's plenty to get around.  

Don’t just do it for yourself.  Do it to stop the disease spreading.  

Do it for your vulnerable loved ones who will die if you don’t.  Do 

it for the heroic NHS who need our help.  These are extraordinary 

times which need and demand extraordinary measures. 

 

AM: There seems to have been quite a noticeable change in tone 

from leadership over the last 12 hours or so, a much graver tone.  

Don’t you think that people like you should have been putting 

these really tough messages a little earlier?   
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SK: I agree.  My frustration with government is that the 

government only last only allowed me to attend Cobra.  Until then, 

I wasn’t invited, despite my protests and the point I made to the 

government is we’re a global city, with huge densities, with huge 

connectivity.  I discovered last Monday that things are as bad as 

they are, things are worse in London.  We’re weeks ahead of the 

rest of the country.  I’m quite clear, if we don’t act, if don’t keep 

our social distance, people will die and that’s why it’s really, really 

important we stay at home unless we need to.  I’m working from 

home.  It’s really important others do as well.   

 

AM: So, I absolutely get that, but in that case, why not close 

London’s parks? 

 

SK: I’m quite clear, we’ve got to do whatever it takes to make 

sure people their distance.  To keep their distance, one of the 

things I’ve been lobbying the government about is the need for us 

to take measures so that people aren’t confused.  This isn’t advice, 

as far as I’m concerned.  These are instructions and these are 

rules that we should all obey to stop people dying. 

 

AM: So, if you were the mayor of Milan or of Paris or of many 

continental cities, your citizens, as it were, would be on complete 

lockdown, forbidden to leave their houses without written 

permission.  The parks would be closed.  All the shops which are 

not food shops or pharmacies would be closed.  Why is that not 

happening in London? 

 

SK: One of the things that I’ve been talking to the government is 

making sure that here is no confusion or mixed messages about 

that.  I’m quite clear, people should not be leaving their homes 

unless they really, really have to.  There sometimes can be a good 

reason to leave your home, to walk your dog or to get some 

exercise but what we shouldn’t be doing is having social 

interaction.  That’s why I’ve been lobbying the government to 
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make sure there's a consistent and clear message.  Be under no 

doubt, by  mixing, it leads to more people dying. 

 

AM: If that’s all true, you’re going to have to stop people behaving 

as they are currently still behaving.  Do you think the police should 

have special powers to stop people who should not be out but are 

out and making other people more dangerous? 

 

SK: The emergency bill that’s going to go through parliament next 

week will give additional powers to the police and others to 

enforce the law.  I’m not somebody who says these things lightly, 

but I’m quite clear.  Unless people stay at home, unless people 

stop using public transport, unless it’s essential, unless people 

stop interacting with each other, more people will die.  These are 

extraordinary times and that’s why it’s really important we all 

recognise the scale of the challenge and the scale of the ask.  

Please, please, please stop mixing, stay at home. 

 

AM: So people who might carry on mixing and so forth, are you 

saying that quite soon the police will stop them and fine them or 

arrest them or send them home again, and we might have the 

army doing the same kind of thing on the streets of the capital? 

 

SK: Well, the emergency bill is quite clear.  For public health 

reasons, because we face a public health emergency, because we 

face a social emergency, because we face an economic 

emergency, these measures are in that bill.  It’s really important 

that the police are focused on the priorities they’ve got, dealing 

with violent crime and other issues, but clearly if it is the case that 

people continue to act in a way that’s leading to this disease 

spreading, then those sorts of things will be things that will have 

to be considered. 

 

AM: Now, I understand that key workers have to get around the 

city, but we heard Dr Lisa Anderson earlier on talk about the 
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number of nurses, NHS staff, doctors who may well have COVID-

19, who are on the tube at the moment.  Should you not really 

now stop the tube entirely? 

 

SK: I’m really keen to make sure that public transport is available 

for our critical workers, who need public transport to get from 

home to work and from work back to home.  What we’re trying to 

do is to make sure there are sufficient tubes and buses, so people 

aren’t overcrowded in the tubes and buses.  I’ve also made sure 

that the Congestion Charge and the Ultra-Low Emission Zone will 

not apply so critical workers who need to drive can do so, but also 

we can have deliveries taking place in our shops, which are really 

important.  We’ve also made sure that the Santander cycles are 

also available free to NHS workers to get around as well.  It’s 

really important, only if you have to get around our city, you get 

around our city and that means critical workers should be able to 

go round our city.  Nobody else should be using public transport.  

Nobody else should be leaving their home. 

 

AM: What about protecting people who are keeping public 

transport running, both on the Underground, but also bus drivers.  

You know, you don’t see many bus drivers wearing masks at the 

moment.  Are you doing enough to protect bus drivers in 

particular? 

 

SK: In addition to thanking our heroic NHS staff, I want to thank 

social care staff, the police, the fire service, but also those who 

are keeping our public transport running.  So what we’ve done is 

we’ve enhanced the cleaning regime in all the TfL estates.  What 

that means is we’re now using the anti-viral, anti-bacterial 

disinfectant used in hospitals.  We’ve made sure that there's the 

enhanced cleaning regime.  We’ve made sure all our staff are 

protected and we’re also testing some longer-lasting anti-viral 

disinfectant.  It’s really important we do what we can to keep 

everyone safe.  The best thing we can do to make sure that here 
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are less deaths, there are fewer people suffering from the effects 

of this disease is to stay home. 

 

AM: Are you going to give bus drivers, are you going to give 

Underground workers masks? 

 

SK: We’re making sure we follow the advice from Public Health 

England.  At the moment, the advice from Public Health England is 

not to give our public transport workers and others masks.  If that 

advice changes, of course we will - you will know one of my 

frustrations has been that the NHS haven’t yet got the protective 

equipment they need and so I’ve been lobbying the government 

to make sure not only that we’ve got facilities in ICUs, not only 

that we’ve got ventilators in our hospitals, but that all the NHS 

staff and others who need protective equipment get it. 

 

AM: Now, one of the things that’s happening is that some 

Londoners, particularly better off Londoners, are leaving the 

capital and going to holiday homes, or hotels or whatever, around 

other parts of the country, rural parts of England, which may not 

have the hospital facilities that they desperately require and 

there's a growing feeling of frankly resentment in some parts of 

the country about Londoners taking Coronavirus to other parts of 

the country.  Is your message to Londoners, for the greater good, 

stay home?  I mean, stay home in London, not just stay… 

 

SK: Absolutely.  I couldn’t be clearer.  This is a message not just 

for Londoners, but for everyone around the country.  If it is the 

case, as I’ve been told, that we are a couple of weeks ahead of 

the country, this is coming to you.  That’s why all of us should 

follow the advice from the experts.  If we don’t, people will die.  

Stay at home, unless you’ve got a really, really good reason to 

leave your home, and that includes people like me.  So I’m 

working from home.  It’s really important others do as well. 
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AM: The government said recently there is zero prospect of any 

restrictions being placed on travelling in and out of London.  Do 

you think that’s a good idea?  Do you think restrictions should be 

applied and indeed do you think London should be locked down? 

 

SK: I think one of the reasons why it’s clear that we’re weeks 

ahead of the rest of the country is because we are a global city, 

because of our links not just internationally, but our connectivity 

around the country, but also our density.  What’s really important 

is all of us follow the advice.  So you’ll see from Monday, fewer 

trains coming into London and leaving London, but also we are 

running a weekend service during the course of the week.  It is 

important for critical workers to get around our city and get 

around the country.  That’s just for critical workers.  Nobody else 

should be using public transport and it’s really important we all 

follow the advice.  It’s there for a reason and these are 

extraordinary times.  Can I just be clear, the numbers we’re 

talking about, the 233 people who’ve died, they’re not just 

numbers.  They’re people who have died.  These are families who 

are grieving.  That number’s going to go higher and quicker unless 

we follow the advice. 

 

AM: Sadiq Khan, thanks very much indeed for speaking to us 

today.  Sadiq Khan there. 

  

Ends  

 


